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Student Views
'Tension,' 'Anxiety'
'Paranoia' - A
Crap Shoot
by Monica Zepeda
LAW SCHOOL: An institu-
tion for the development of le-
gal excellence or an arena for
the grade strategist. Initially
upon entering law-school, most
students feel they are here to
learn how to become compe-
tent attorneys and develop
great insight into the analytical
methodology of the legal sys-
tem. However, within a few
weeks, often as soon as the
introductory legal methods
classes end, the emphasis of
quality learning becomes
clouded by the emphasis on the
grade race.
'['hI" dimensions of thl'>gradp
race are apparent, top grades
lead to top class rank which
leads to top job offers. Despite
the cynical tone this may sug-
gest, it is recognizable truism.
Yet, has the degree of value
placed upon grades surpassed
their actual purposefulness?
Nearly every student who has
written an exam has ex-
perienced the feeling that the
exam or the grade itself did not
accurately reflect their com-
prehension of specific subject
matter. Regardless of whether
that grade can be explained as
deserving, lucky or just a bad
day, it is used as an outward
representation of your knowl-
edge of the law. Nevertheless,
can a single three or four-hour
exam be an accurate reflection
of one's ability? Do those with
top grades make better at-
torneys? Are there jobs avail-
able to those below the top 15%
of the class? Does the im-
portance placed on grades in-
hibit a preferred learning
style? Are students shopping
for easier classes and generous
grades rather than those which
shall benefit them most? These
are just a few of the questions
posed to a cross-section of day
and evening students who were
polled as to their impression of
"grades': in law school. Their
opinions lend direction as to
whether or not we have be-
come willing or unwilling
participants of a "paper
chase."
Tom V., 3rd year day stu-
dent:
"The grading system has a
necessary element of subjec-
tivity which fails to gauge
practical success. This is true
of any school, but especially
law school. Certain teachers
are very aware of this, while
others should be. A possible
solution might be to use more
standardized exams in certain
(Continued on Page 3)
Josephson's Views
Testing Ignorance
Is The Real ProblemThis i . represents an exp rnent, fQrth~Loyola
Repottet: In what we-can.a "theme paper.'~JWith the
advent ofJ)Qrmore frequent four page format, we are,
trying outtne concept ofdevotiJjgthe issueto' one topic
that is important tethe entire~~dent bar. -'
.Our theme for this issue is'emcompassed in one
SImple word, a word.which will often send a familiar
chill up the spineofmany law students: GRADES.
issue e:l9>\oresthe~alue of grades as an indicator of
one's suc~ess as ~I!attorney.n presents differenf
points of viewon th~~1'value an~discusses'attempts to:
change our system to make grades as an indicator of
one's success, as an attorney. It presents differerrt
points of viewon their v-alueanUdiscusses'our gra<iing
syste in general. It also discusses attempts to chang~f
our system to make grades a better attorney indicator
or make grades more realistic in light of their .alIeg¢d
questionable value. And, of course, the issue has a
little humor in it.
We wourc smeerety appreciate your comments and
ideas on both the theme paper concept as well as our
current theme.
understand the three basic is-
sues of test construction: val-
idity, reliability and fairness.
"Validity and reliability are
very technical concepts. I have
added the third level of fair-
ness, .and the perception of
fairness, because it's my view
that in addition to the technical
concepts of validity and re-
liability, there are certain
other aspects about a test that
just don't feel or seem fair,"
Josephson states.
Validity refers to how well a
test measures the skills and
other teaching objectives that
it was designed to measure.
While this may sound easy to
dOL .Insephson asser-ts that
"most law school exams are at
least partially invalid because
very few teachers make any
effort to systematically isolate
all of their instructional objec-
tives and, therefore, their ex-
ams normally tend to measure
only a few of those objectives.
"Moreover," he adds, "in
the absence of a shopping list
of the precise knowledge, skills
and other abilities relevant to
the course, the teacher often
inadvertently, and even some-
times intentionally, tests and
grades a student with respect
to knowledge, skills and abili-
ties not within the instructional
objectives of the course."
The newly revised California
Bar Exam presents a good ex-
ample of the problems involved
with validity. The third day of
the exam involves drafting a
memo or pleading. The student
is given a set of facts and a set
of cases from which to
analogize and support. his
opinion with points of law. The
purpose of the new section is to
measure the "performance
skills" that are a very essential
part of the profession. How-
ever, most students felt that
the amount of time given for
each of' the two assignment
was very inadequate. Because
of this, the grade they receive
will at least partially reflect
the speed with which they
could do the work. The validity
of the test is, therefore, in
question because speed is not a
skill the test was intended or
designed to measure.
Along these same lines,
Josephson recently added an
oral portion to his evidence ex-
am in order to test the stu-
dent's quickness in knowing the
rules and ability to vocalize
them in a given situation. "In
other words," he said, "as I
change my goals I change my
test. What happens very often
(Continued on Page 4)
by Steve McManus
To teachers as well as stu-
dents, exams are the most
grueling part of the law school
experience. They have an im-
mediate and profound impact
upon the self-image, motiva-
tion and career opportunities of
the student. Because most law
school students are used to
being ranked in the top half of
their class, .the psychological
impact of suddenly being in the
bottom half can sometimes be
traumatic.
Yet despite the importance
of testing and grading, very
few teachers have even the
slightest grounding in most
fundamental principles of test
construction, according to
Prof. Michael Josephson. Nor
do many institutions, play any
formal role in assuring that the
process is as fair and reliable
as it should be.
"Testing is the orphan-child
of law teaching," Josephson
says, "the thing teachers like
to do the very least. They dis-
like it, first of all, because they
feel insecure in. it. They know
perfectly well that no matter
how secure they might be in
their own skills and abilities as
substantive teachers they may
not be very good at evaluating
someone else's skills.
"The second part is grading.
Having to defend your grades
and having to justify them to
students who question them
make the whole process so dis-
tasteful to the average law
professor that it gets no more
attention than is absolutely re-
quired."
This lack of attention was
greatly evidenced when
Josephson conducted a national
conference on grading and tes-
ting for law students a couple
of years ago at the LMU cam-
pus. While several teachers
from Loyola attended, neither
UCLA nor USC was
represented (even though one
of the UCLA deans was a
speaker). "The point is,"
Josephson said, "there's not
enough interest in it. In fact,
the higher the prestige of the
institution, the less they're
concerned with teaching has
been my experience."
Josephson would like to see a
faculty development commit-
tee started to look into various
methods of testing and ways of
improving testing. He doesn't
believe that there are uniform
approaches to testing and grad-
ing that need to be followed.
But since teachers have com-
plete autonomy in both areas,
Josephson feels they should
The EXisting System.
Loyola's Yardstick
by Sherrill Kushner
The measurement of a stu-
dent's academic achievement
at Loyola is defined in a variety
of ways. Among them are: a
numerical grade range with
corresponding letter grades; a
numerical ranking of the indi-
vidual with his classmates, and
an honors hierarchy consisting
of Dean's List and Latin desig-
nations attached to graduation.
The numerical grade range,
spanning 0-100,is broken down
in the following manner:
90-100= A
80-89= B
70-79= C
60-69= D
0-59 = F
A verbal definition for each of
these categories appears in
The Loyola Catalog and Stu-
dent Handbook. The explana-
tions emphasize the varying
(Continued on Page 2)
Placement Views
Market Myopia
The issue of the importance
of grades and class rank in law
school experience has been de- .
bated by students, administra-
tion , faculty and employers for
years. In attempting provide a
perspective from Career Plan-
ning and Placement (CPP), we
must address the concern of
our two major constituencies:
students and employers.
Based on the high-profile
Fall On-Campus Interview
Program created by and for
the large corporate legal em-
ployment entities, students
tend to feel that academic per-
formance is the only measure .
of their marketable value. Ac-
cordingly, those students with
a standing outside a certain
place in the class may ex-
perience a sense of frustration
upon finding themselves ex-
cluded from invitations to in-
terview through this program.
Students should understand
that the general nature of this
program is to assist the larger
employers in filling their hiring
needs and the hiring philosophy
of most is based upon a certain
academic foundation. Such em-
ployers tend to feel that high
academic achievement best in-
dicates performance, potential
within the corporate environ-
ment and interviewees are
selected accordingly. Students
should also understand that on-
ly 15-18% of any given class
obtains employment through
participation in the Fall O.C.L
It is CPP's perception of the
legal employment market that
many employers outside the
large corporate entities do in-
deed value pertinent ex-
perience, relevant coursework
and a wide variety of skills and
talents and in these cases are
more flexible regarding grades
and class rank. They are more
(Continued on Page 3)
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Editorial ci'ndOpinion
A~guendo
"F' For Effectiveness
GRADING GRADES
What are grades supposed to represent? Many different
answers are given, but it would seem that if law school is
the transition from student to attorney, then grades should
be an indicator of one's success as an attorney.
It becomes important to ask ourselves what qualities are
valued in an attorney. Several come quickly to mind:
"intelligence," knowledge of the substantive law.
analytical insight. negotiating skills, strong .interpersonal
ability, and most importantly, a sense of professional
responsibility. -
Is a numerical grade an indicator of any of these skills?
It is argued that grades reflect a general level of in-
telligence. or, in other words, that there is a very strong
correlation between a test score and intelligence. However.
Loyola largely has a one-test system where the student is
graded on the basis of one work product. Many people do
not test well or are uncomfortable with the particular test
format. We believe it is questionable whether one test can
be a serious indicator of intelligence. .
Similarly. one grade in one class may not be an accurate
indicator of one's substantive knowledge of a subject. The
current testing and grading at Loyola, as well as on the bar
exam. puts a premium on rote memory. However. it is
doubtful that even the best attorneys formulate a legal
opinion. draft a 'document. or go to court based solely on
memory. All attorneys know the necessity, of research.
.Well developed research skills are considered by some to be
the best indicator of a successful attorney. however. Loyola
has only one class in which. on its face. purports to teach
and test research skills. This fatal flaw is only recently
being changed. The bar exam has added a practical skills
section and here at Loyola, many courses offered are
graded upon the performance of research and writing a
paper.
The same shortcomings of a one-shot grading system to'
indicate intelligence. exists with respect to analytical in-
sight. A student has only one attempt to develop and exhibit
his skills at legal analysis. The existing grading and testing
system assumes that students develop their skills over the
course of a year or semester, but many times the student
has only one opportunity for feedback.
Loyola is rare among law schools by requiring Ethics and
Lawyering Skills for law students. These classes are in-
tended to develop one' s negotiation and interpersonal skills
as well as teach us what it means to be an 'ethical attorney.
Again. these important attorney indicators are each
matched by only one required class. The ethics of lawyers
remain low in the public eye and most graduates have the
bare minimum of training in negotiation:
We conclude grades are not accomplishing what they
should. They do hot predict one's success as an attorney.
However. they have become entrenched as a predicatable.
though fallible. method of segregating law students. Our
legal system is not based on the segregation 01'. lawyers.
Once admitted to the bar. all lawyers are the same. The
existing legal employment market almost mandates segre-
gation. but it is extremely unfortunate that the employment
market has come to dictate the grading format at' law
schools. .
And the argument that better alternatives have yet to be
shown is meritless. UC Berkeley's Boalt Hall law school
has a pure three tier system for grading. A student either
passes. passes with honors. or passes with high honors. Of
course. Berkeley is Berkeley and the employment market
bends, its rules. This school should search for its own
alternative whcih serves both the student and the legal
employer.
A law school is not effective if it attempts evaluation on
faulty criteria. The existing grading system must be re-
examined (no pun intended) and over-hauled so that grades
become effective indicators of attorney success. As thev
exist now. grades only serve to raise' or' lower the sell-
esteem of the student They give a false impression of one's
capability as an attorney: a proposition any practicing
attorney will soon dispute. The obvious consequences are
that incapable people will become attorneys and capable
people will drop out of law school believing that their
grades prove their inability to practice law.
Yardstick: The Old Standard-
(Continued from Page 1) compensate for grade .infla-
degrees of a student's de- tion, states Dean Siegel, who
monstrated ability and com- adds that the school was gradu-
petence in comprehension, in- ating too many students with
terpretation and application of honors. The new system seems
the material. to have achieved this goal. Of
In addition, a student also is the recent graduates from the
numerically ranked within his ' class of 1983, there were no
or her year and division (e.g. students who graduated sum-
first year day, first year eve- ma cum laude, 6 who gradu-
ning, etc.). The ranking is ated magna cum laude, and 40
calculated each year and is cum laude, Before the new re-
based upon the cumulated strictions, about one-half of the
weighted average at the end of graduating class made the
the spring semester. This Dean's List whereas now
.method of calculation may roughly 20% of the class make
change, however. According to it, according to Frank Real,
Assistant Dean Arnold Siegel, Registrar.
the administration is consider- At the other end of the grade
ing not ranking any student un- spectrum are Loyola's rules re-
til he or she has completed all garding probation and dis-
first year required courses. qualification. Both rules were
This is designed to correct the recently revamped in an at-
, inherent unfairness of ranking tempt to clarify and humanize
full-time day students with the procedure, remarks Frank
part-time day students or with Real. Students currently in
students who withdraw from their. second, third or fourth
classes because fu1l-timers' years are not bound by these
grades reflect the pressure of new rules. However, first year
preparing and taking more ex- students may use either the old
ams than 'the others. or new rules depending upon
Finally, those students who which are most favorable to
excell are recognized by plac- them.
ing on the Dean's List or gradu- In the past, students became
ating with honors. Once a year, disqualified when their aver-
at the conclusion of the spring age fell below 73.00.They were
semester, the Dean's Honor barred from attending class, or
List is published in a book if attended, sat in the back and
which is retained in the regis- couldn't participate. They
trar's office. The Dean's List didn't pay tuition and could on-
designation also appears on the ly be readmitted if they sue-
student's transcript. The list cess fully re-examined the next
includes those students who time the course was given.
maintain an average of 83 or Changes in this procedure
above for the previous year came after Frank Real con-
which includes both spring and ducted a study comparing the
fall semester as well as the grades of students who re-ex-
summer session. Those enter- amined over the past five years
ing school prior to Fall 1980 with their rates of success in
need only maintain an average re-examination. He discovered
of 80 or above for the previous that the lower the students
year. grades, the less likely they
Students with a cumulative - were to' successfully re-exam-
average of 87 at graduation ine and be readmitted.
cum laude (with honor); with a Armed with this infor-
90 cumulative average -magna mation, Assistant Dean Siegel
cum laude (with. great honor) proposed that re-examination
and with a 93 cumulative aver- be abolished and instead, stu-
age - summa cum laude (with dents with low grades either be
the greatest honor). The cor- placed on probation or be dis-
responding cumulative qualified, depending upon their
averages for those who entered grades. The advantages of the
before Fall 1980 are, respec- new rules are:
'tlvely - 85, 88, and 91. 1) The school would not be
The newer, more stringent continuing a person who was
requirements for these honor unable to do satisfactory work .
. designations were instituted to and' whose continuation in
school would "inculcate false
hopes, constitute economic ex-
ploitation or deleteriously af-
fect the education of other stu-
dents," thereby violating the
ABA Standards of Rules and
Procedure.
2) Students would pay for the
classes they attend, thereby
ending the unfair practice of
allowing disqualified students
to attend class for free.
3) Students with weighted
cumulative grade point
averages of above 70.00 would
maintain their eligibility for
financial aid, and,
4) Students would have two
opportunities to succeed, so
that if s/he is unsuccessful, it is
more certain that the student
lacks the ability to succeed.
The new rules on probation
and disqualification that were
.recently adopted are complex
and therefore require time to
digest. Important aspects of
both rules are briefly analyzed
here. Students wanting more
complete information should
consult the new handbook when
it becomes available in the new
few weeks.
The new probation standards
are progressively restrictive,
i.e. the longer a student is in
school and has previously been
on probation, .the more
stringent the requirements be-
come in order to remain in
good academic standing. The
chart here illustrates what
weighted cumulative average
is now needed to continue in
school on probation for each
category of student.
Stl!dfnlS!.Ius
Weigfrt.ctCUIllllIlli'NAr.~.
NeecltdTo Contlnll8
OnPtobl;IIon
70.00-74.50
-2ndyeare.enir>gnol
preWouslyonl1fl)tla!ion 70,00-1450
A student on probation is
subjected to, a number of re-
strictions. Under the new
rules, a student (1st year day
or evening and 2nd year eve-
ning) must reregister for the
courses in which slhe received
a grade below 70.00 during the
preceding year. Sihe must pay
tuition, regularly attend class
and successfully complete all
course requirements. In ad-
(Continued on Page 4)
LETTEFITOFlIALS,
PHOENIX
To My Fellow Students, Teach- .
ers, and Friends:
When people ask me how my
summer went, I can boast of an
eventful one, My status as a
student was not a publicized
one, but just the. same it was
not hidden, I belonged to last
year's group of reexamining
students. Along with my fellow
"group mates," I repeated that
first year of law school. I am
sure that you all are capable of
envisioning the hardships that
were entailed. But we endured
and took the finals again.
At the end of June, I was
informed that I had successful-
ly re-examined. A week later, I
brought it to the attention that
a possible error might have
been made. To the dismay of
many, I had not made it. I had
missed the cut-off by .5%. That
was the end of my law school
career, according to some.
It is to those "others," who
saw the injustice in my situ-
ation that this is dedicated. I
owe to all of you more than I
could ever repay. All I can say
is thank-you for caring, for
listening, and for encouraging
when I most needed it.
Somehow when a student
doe's well in school no referen-
ce is ever made to that stu-
dent's ability to get across all.
that knowledge to our. fellow
human beings. Yet when a stu-
dent has an overabundance of
talent to relate to fellow' human
beings, all attention- still rests
on grades. The legal professon
is in sad shape. Attorneys are
often accused of being without
scruples, money hungry and in-
sensitive. It is a shame that
with all the knowledgeable
people running our legal in-
, stitutions, a more balanced ap-
proach to evaluating a student
is-as yet undeveloped.
I am not bitter for what hap-
pened to me, and the anger is
beginning to subside, but I am
very sad. You see, I truly loved
Loyola and believed in what I
thought it stood for. Maybe it
was time for me to leave after
all.
My goal was interrupted, but
not forgotten. I will eventually
get my J.D. and will even be
able to claim having once com-
pleted my second year of law
school in 'one week!
Patty Sanchez
Credit Where
Credit Is Due
Editor:
In an article published in the
past issue of the Reporter re-
garding Alima Sherman, the
new counselor on campus, I
was mistakenly given total
credit for urging that psycho-
logical services be provided on
our campus. In reality, credit
should be equally given to my
friends and colleagues, Debra
Lambeck and Laurie Gorsline
who also lobbied the ad-
ministration with me. We con-
virrced the administration of
the need and our efforts have
been borne out by the fact that
in the short time since school
began, Ms. Sherman has seen
thirteen students. some of who
meet with her regularly. We
are appreciative of the ad-
ministration's responsiveness
and hope that more students
who feel the need for some
assistance won't hesitate to
make use of this opportunity.
Sherrill Kushner
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'Demoralizing, ,
IContinued Irom Pagl' 1J
classes, As far as grades are
concerned, initially they open
doors, but have absolutely no
bearing on how you may fit in
with a firm."
K.W., 2nd year evening stu-
dent:
"Grades are nice when you
are on the higher end, however
they aren't true reflections of
your intellectual ability, School
is a place to learn, not get a
95%. The lack Of feedback
throughout the year could be
helped if more classes had mid-
terms. This way you can con-
centrate on doing better. The
drastic normalizing factors'
used in first year has a very
demoralizing effect. For exam-
ple, unnormalized you could
get a 59% and after nor-,
malization it would be an 85%.
Gary B., 3rd year day stu-
dent:
"The idea of grades in-
stitutes a feeling of paranoia.
First years, primarily, should
have midterms to provide help-
ful feedback before finals.
After passing the bar, the same
employment opportunities will
be available to everyone.
Don R, 2nd year transfer
student:
"Grades are like playing the
odds. I learn better because a
grade is attached to a class,
especially when the class is one
in which I have less interest.
'Frightening, ,
I'm going for grades because
they have market appeal.'
Matt A., 1st year day stu-
dent:
"I don't expect to do as well
as I did in undergrad. The first
week, our professors explained
that you were all A students at
one time, but now you can ex-
pect C's. I was also told that
CPW can kill your GPA. One
exam for an entire year will be
frightening, but I've been in
similar situations before."
Kathy M., 3rd year day stu-
dent:
"Too much emphasis is
placed on grades which adds
more pressure than we need. If
you have one exam and make a
stupid mistake, it's the breaks,
even though you know the sub-
ject well. It often narrows
down to testing ability, instead
of a combination of good test
taking skills and an intellectual
grasp of the subject matter.
Class ranking is also deceptive.
The difference between 78%
and 82% is only four points, yet
there could be 100 people at
that point. That's when ranking
makes a small difference look
like a big difference. I think
they should rank the top 25%
and have the rest at a pass/fail
rank or something like that. I
just don't know how realistic it
is. "
Julie B., 3rd year evening
student:
'Strategy " 'A Fluke'-
"Grading in some respect
reflects comprehension of law.
It seems as though the top stu-.
dents of each class pass the
bar. Also, there are so many
outside variables that effect a
student whle they are in law
school like work or family ob-
ligations, so maybe the reflect-
ion isn't actually accurate.
Just because you can write an
exam well doesn't mean you'll
be a good litigator; you may be
more adapted to research and
writing briefs. Grades are just
a generalization not a reflect-
ion of individual potential."
Ann J:, 2nd year day student:
"I think that top-ranking stu-
dents who are exposed to inter-
views with top corporate firms
tend to be tempted into that
field because the money incen-
tives are so attractive."
N.T., 1st year evening stu-
dent:
"One exam at the end of a
year adds anxiety and tension
to students. Grades mean so
much. The top 10% have ex-
cellent employment op-
portunities, but what happens
to the remaining 9O%?"
Lisa C., 3rd year day stu-
dent:
"This summer I received
two high grades, one 1 de-
served, but the other' was a
fluke. Good grades don't mean
you'll be a good attorney. Ul-
timately they don't help you
get the job; what does is self
motivation. If you want one,
you can get one. The study
method suggestions given to
me in my first year weren't
true. They key to success is to
go to class and find out what
the professor wants. It's also
strategy, knowing what classes
to take and which teachers to
take." ~
Phyllis J., 1st year evening.
student:
"I don't like the idea of one
exam, but everyone is in the
same boat. First year students,
especially, should have at least
a mid-term which is indicative
of what a professor expects. In
the first year, you don't even
know how to prepare. Grades
should be put into perspective -
they may be a blow to your ego,
but shouldn't be a blow to your
intellect. "
Lee 0., 3rd year day student:
"The cur-rent grading
method is terrible, in general.
Forced normafization for all
classes could help solve the
problem. Truer methods of ex-
amination which reflect sub-
ject matter competency could
be take-home exams, papers,
or oral exams. Although grades
don't measure what you've
learned, the fact that the top
10% or 15% got all of the on-
campus interviews last year is
indicative of their importance.
Changes To Catalog Being Examined
As grades continue to hold a
place of extreme importance
at Loyola, it follows that the
grading system plays a critical
factor in the correlation be-
tween grades and one's success
as an attorney. Academic re-
quirements require continuous
-monitoring to insure that they
really fulfill' their intended
purpose.
The source of the aC'anemic
requirements in the Student
Catalogue and Handbook. The
SBA recently formed a com-
mittee to evaluate the
"Academics" portion of the
catalogue and propose amend-
ments to it. The committee is
currently composed of day-
SBA president Michael Sloan,
SL Thomas More officer
Jeanine Dumont, Loyola Re-
porter editors Mike Lebovitz
and Marc Ward, SBA represen-
tative Arnold Peter, and Susan
Starbuck.
_ The committee will be put-
ting together a proposal which
will be circulated through the
standard deviations, we aver- various student organizations
age them. Thus, we find the and the faculty for comments
averages for all Property and then to the administration
classes, Torts classes, etc. We ~ for inclusion in the Catalogue.
then apply that average to each The committee has currently
class and its scores; a class sent a request to all the ABA-
with a mean lower than the accredited law schools in Cali-
average will have most of its fornia for their catalogues and
scores raised. A class with a academic requirements. From
low standard deviation will these, the committee will
have'the scores spread further evaluate and compare Loyola's
apart academic system.
. _ According to the Committee,
The system seems to me to which had its first meeting
be fair, but everyone August 16, several specific
acknowledges that is is not per- problems need to be addressed.
fect. Does it mask some real First, the committee notes, our
distinctions among students existing grading system can
while it eliminates the work, and has worked, a
artificial differences? Should substantial hardship on those
we normalize sections as a who fail to meet a particular
whole, instead of course-by- academic requirement by a
course? Should we impose a very small amount. The com-
fixed mean and standard devia- mittee said that a provision
tion instead of making an aver- should be developed where a
1 . t d t student barely missing a re-age? Shou d evenmg s u en s quirement can petition to have
be included? Should we assign the requirement waived or
students to sections randomly, lowered. The committee felt
instead of trying to equalize the that a student missing a re-
ability of each section? Should quirement by 1% or less should
we normalize the multi-section not have to bear the entire
section and third year courses? burden of an academic rule.
Should we weigh the averages According to committee
to reflect the number of stu- member Mike Lebovitz, some
dents in each class, rather than schools in California already
weighing theem equally? have a system which allows a
Should we have a "guided student a hearing, similar to an
curve" system rather than nor- evidentiary hearing, through
malizing? which the student can petition
to be relieved by the burden of
The faculty has been wrestl- the rule. For example, says
ing with these issues for sev- Lebovitz, McGeorge allows an
eral years in an attempt to evidentiary hearing for any
fine-tune the process. Our con- academic requirement.
cern is fairness and we ap- McGeorge also allows appeals
preciate suggestions from stu- from the hearing. According to
dents. Lebovitz, such a procedure is
Normalization In
A Nutshell
by Professor Dan Schechter
We normalize first year stu-
dents' grades in an attempt -to
compensate for the inevitable
differences among the
professors' grading
philosophies. Students are as-
signed to the three sections so
that the ability of the students
in each section is as close as
possible to the ability of the
other sections. Thus, the dif-
ferences that appear in the
final grades given to each sec-
tion may be attributed to the
professors' grading- policies
rather than to any measurable
difference between the abili-
ties of one section's students
over the other section's stu-
dents. (In other words, if Sec-
tion X gets higher grades than
Sections Y and Z, it would
seem that the difference stems
from the leniency of the Sec-
tion X professors and not from
the superior ability of the stu-
dents in Section X).
To adjust for the disparity,
we find the mean (average)
score for each class. We then
find the standard deviation for
each class. Standard deviation
is a measure of the spread of
the scores; a class with a stan-
dard deviation of 10would have
about two-thirds of the scores
within 10points above or below
the mean; thus, if the mean
were 80, around one-third of
the scores would be between 70
and 80, one-third between 80
and 90, and the rest would be
scattered above 90 and below
70.
Once we find the means and
only logical at a law school
since our legal system is based
on due process and a fair hear-
ing. "It's an anomoly," said
Lebovitz, «that a law SChOOl
would not have such a
procedure." The committee, Dear Dave,
he hoped, would actively con- Q. I am a sucessful alumnus
sider this alternative. of Loyola Law School, and I
Another problem the com- athought I'd never be writing a
mittee felt needed addressing Dear Dave letter. My situation
was the way academic infor- IS this, I work for a large firm
mation, especially the critical in Orange County where I have
grading reqirements, are dis- been very sucessful litigating
seminated to the student bar. in the area of commercial law.
As noted, the source of I am well respected by my col-
academic rules is the student leagues and I have lirought a
catalogue. However, in almost lot of clients into the firm. My
all school catalogues, including problem is this, I was a me-
Loyola's, there is a reservation. diocre student in law school
of rights allowing the ad- without a packed resume. At
ministration of a particular lunch or break time all the
school to change the infor- ff. t lk
mati on presented at any time. other lawyers in the 0 ice a
I ri about their law school ac-Loyola's reservation 0 rights complishments and honors andappears at page V of the
1982-1983student catalogue. I never have anything to say.
The administration occasion- What should I do? -James Per-
ally. circulates changes to the shing. .
catalogue. It did so last year A. Dear James, either stay
near the end of the year and quiet and hope they think
has done so' again this you're modest or stress the im-
semester. The circulation was portance of on-the-job ex-
the only form of notice the stu- perience. Always refer to law
dent bar had except for notices school as philosophical ex-
telling such students to pick up
the new rules.
The committee felt it was
necessary to have some sort of
notice and hearing procudure
prior to the amending of the
catalogue or the rules them-
se1ves. Also, the committee
felt that students do not have a
definite and reliable source of
information to look to when
questions arise relating to
academics. According to the
reservation of rights, the
"provisions of this Catalogue
and Student Handbook are in-
formational in character and
subject to change at any time."
The committee's plans are to
develop the proposal from a
review of other school's sys-
tems. The committee en-
courages any interested fac-
ulty member, student, or ad-
ministrator to submit ideas to
the committee or become part
of it. The committee is current-
ly using the day-SBA mailbox
, #94.
DAVE MICLEAN
Dear Dave
Dear Dave,
Q. My father comes from a
long line of lawyers and judges,
and mummy is even a volun-
teer legal secretary. My father
insists that I be in the top 1% of
my first year class. Does this
mean I have to buy hornbooks?
-Osgood Wormsley III.
A. Dear Osgood, you might
get by without buying
hornbooks, but it is absolutely
imperative that you read all
law review articles (and cases
cited therein) cited in class.
Dear Dave,
. Q. I was #2 in my first year
class and was invited to
participate in law review this
year. I am a member of the St.
Thomas More Society and I tu-
tor first year students in Es-
tate and Gift Tax. This year I
was invited to participate in
the Moot Court Honors Pro-
gram. I got interviews at
Gibson Dunn, Lillick, and Paul
Hastings but couldn't get an
offer. What's wrong? -Bobby
Slutsmeyer.
A. Dear Bobby, zipper your
pants. 1 also noticed you don't
write for the Loyola Reporter.
Dear Dave, .
Q. I kind of got lazy last year
and failed all of my classes.
I'm also not very smart.
Motivated I'm not, but I have a
good personality. I don't have
much legal experience, and re-
testing just isn't my bag. How-
ever, if I'm not doing some-
thing at Loyola my parents will
kill me. What can I do? -Zelda
W. Lazenguard.
- A. Dear Zelda, join the
.Loyola Art Committee. The on-
ly prerequisite is learning col-
ors. -
-
ercise.
Placement ViewpoinJ
(Continued from Page 1)
inclined to assess the whole
individual package, first
through presentation of paper
credentials and thqn through
the interview precess. Verbal
and written communication
skills are given a great deal of
importance, and evidence of
prowess in these areas should
be conveyed to the employer.
In summary, students must
develop an awareness of their
own unique multi-faceted mar-
ketability and be realistic re-
garding the market targets
they have chosen to approach.
To this end, grades and class
rank only will be able to in-
fluence employment prospects
and produce psychological
pressure to the extent allowed
by the individual.
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Testing Ignorance- Administration V~eWPoint.
(Continued from Page 1) Stewart. Universal
is that teachers change their four cases, the examiner would
classroom goals without chang- either pass a paper he had by Jeanette Viau set grade quotas because
ing their tests." previously failed or fail a paper Grades. The word sends ex- grades should accurately re-
Reliability refers to the con- , he had previusly passed. citement and fear through flect discrepancies between
sistency with which a measure ' , The sec are full y every law student. Like it or student performances. There
assesses whatever it is documented results de- not, grades are an unavoidable are innumerable reasons, ex-
measuring. Inconsistencies can monstrated a level of scoring and vital aspect of the law ternal and internal, why one
develop when an exam does not unreliability that was clearly school experience. Grades re- student performs differently
test an adequate and represen- intolerable and unacceptable in ceived while in law school can from another, and perhaps
tative sampling of the material any system that purports to directly determine one's job even differently from one day
covered in the course; when make fair and objective de- opportunities. Grades some- to the next. The question is
the score might varydepending terminations of competency," times even determine one's then, what do grades reflect?
on who corrects it or when it is Josephson states. While the own feeling of self esteem. PURPOSE
corrected; or when factors California Bar Examiners Daniel L. Stewart, Associate As Dean Stewart asserts,
such as spelling, organizati on, amended their grading system Dean, offers information and when one must assess the
word limitations, use of pen or to include a second reading of insight into the' grading pro- academic performance of a
pencil, or other technical defi- most papers and a third read- cess. The following is a blend- large and diverse student body,
ciencies enter into the grading ing of some, Josephson still felt of facts and opinion Dean in 'sections which may exceed
equation. that, "even a gross instrument Stewart shared with the Be- one hundred students, there ap-
While the first of these can of measurement, the essay porter. pears to be no generally ac-
be fairly easily guarded test, graded only once by a OVERVIEW cepted substitute for a formal
against, Josephson feels that highly trained lawyer is too un- ' The grading system is de- system of evaluation. Rarely
scoring inconsistencies are reliable to count on. That being termined by the faculty. The can a faculty member with a
more difficult to deal with, the case," he added, "consider faculty decided several years large class personally de-
especially in essay exams. the likely reliability of the law ago to change from a letter- termine the intellectual quality
"Somehow, however," professor's grading I process, grading system to the of each individual. Do the
Josephson stated, "law particularly in a large class." numbered-ranking system now actual percentage ponts mean
professors tend to believe that The problem is magnified used. This year- a faculty com- anything? Obviously, minor
they are able to overcome the when pass/fail scoring gives mittee will look at a few variations between grades,
demonstrable experience of way to numerical grading, as is aspects of grading, i.e., rank- sometimes measured by per-
scoring Inconsistency, and I the case most of the time at ing and pass-fail. In years to centages of a point, are ques-
have found that most teachers law school, Josephson feels come, other aspects will be re- tionable in terms of evaluation.
boldly and confidently assert that since a student's grade, viewed and perhaps changed. However, blockings of position
that their own grading is coo- class standing, and possible job The grading process involves in a class may be relevant.
sistent and fair." opportunities depend on the absolute standards of per- Pot e n t i ale m p loy e r s
Such assertions were relative performance of each formance. There are five particularly are interested in
seriously questioned by the re- student on each exam, the law possible "tiers," or grade these group percentage rank-
sults of a recent study in- school exam tool should be ranges, as set out in the ings. As Dean Stewart -notes,
vestigating the scoring re- much more accurate than the Catalogue and Student Hand- the ranking system is usually
liability of the California Bar bar exam tool. book. A grade that falls within an unsatisfactory system to
Exam conducted by Dr. Step- "Yet," he says, "it is likely the first tier, the range from everyone but number one.
hen Klien for the California that the average law school 90-100, indicates that "the stu- As with any formalized sys-
Committee of Bar Examiners. test is actually less reliable dent has demonstrated excep- tern, there is always the danger
The exams are graded by more than the average bar exam tional ability." The second tier of abuse. Grades should be a
than 50 different lawyers who test. This fact should offend (80-89), demonstrates "su- corollary of what, one has
are normally chosen because of our sense of professional re- perior ability" by the student. learned, but can become re-
their own outstanding per- sponsibility and cannot be ig- The third tier (70-79) reveals flective of any ot.a number of
formance on the exam. A. team nored by responsible law teach- an" a~ceptable grasp of the transgressions, says Stewart.
of up to eight persons was as- ers and legal institutions." mat~nal ... and a level of pro- ABUSES
signed to each question. The Nor does Josephson ignore. fess~onal competence equal to Abuse can occur at both the
'S\.uuy exammen' consistency me rssue. lVfostor me opuuons at least tne rmmmum ex- racuny and student level. The
when various members graded expressed in this article are pected ...". Some years ago, administration does not review
the same question as well as contained in the introduction to a~ter considerable study and the professors' standards for
when one grader unknowingly his preliminary draft of a law discussion, the faculty adopte,d grading students due to the
read the same exams twice. teacher's manual on testing the ."75 plan:" In effect, .It· degree of difficulty. Dean
Dr. Klien found that when and grading. Realizing that his provId~s that in or~er ~oaVOId Stewart comments that a for-
two different graders were sep- own preference for objective probatI~n, and !llamtamgood mal review procedure would
arately given the same answer exams is not shared by the bulk academic stand!ng, one must .' not only be very time consum-
to grade, they agreed with each of law school teachers, have a cumulative average of ing, but could produce a dis-
others' pass/fail decisions only Josephson sets out detailed 75 or above., . incentive for professors to
67% of the time. In other methods for developing and The fourth tier (60-69) de- grade carefully where it would
words, they disagreed on one grading both objective and es- mo~~trates that the s~udent be difficult at best to justify
out of every three occasiogs as say exams. h<l:s some knowledge ....m cer- their actions in any quan-
to the fundamental issue of The complete discretion tam areas of the matenal, but titative way long after the
whether or not the person writ- which law professors have over because of a lac~ of ~no~le~g~ grading has been done.
ing the test should pass or fail. the manner in which they and understandmg m. signifi- Unfortunately, grading in-
There is added significance structure their classes and can~ ~reas of the subject, has volves many immeasurable un-
to this result, Josephson feels, their tests are grounded in no- exhibited le~~ than t~e acc~p- knowns. Just as a student's
in view of the extensive quality tions of academic freedom, ac- table .level. .. The fIfth tIer performance is affected by the
control procedures used by the cording to Josephson. Although (0-59) IS a faIl.m~grade. way s/he feels that day, it
California Bar Examiners in not opposed to such freedom, Generally, It IS up to e~ch would be avoiding reality to
training the graders and in de- his purpose in talking and writ- faculty member to. dete_rmme say that professors are not sub-
veloping a consensus scoring ing about the issue is to ~xactly how s/he ~s gomg to ject to the same human condi-
standard before the grading "sensitize law teachers to is- lmplement t~e gra~mg system. tions. It is true, however, of all
process begins. sues which tend to distract Thus, there IS a wlde range of law schools, that there is a
In the second part of the from our ability to make the raw s cor e s bet wee n presumption of facuIty cons-
study, where the same grader examination process as fair professors. . cientiousness and proficiency
read and scored several of the and probative as we are Dean Stewart ef!1phasizes, in the grading process.
same exams twice, Dr. KUen capable of making it. Relative- however, th.at there ISno man- Students may undermine the
found that the grader agreed ly simple steps," he feels, dated medIan, and no man- value of the grading. system.
with his first grade only 75%of "will go a long way toward d~ted ~uota as to how ~any Cheating has received the most
the time. Thus, in one out of improving present practices." A s, B s, ~tc., must be. gIVen media attention. At Loyola,
out. What IS mandated IS that any student who observes such
all first year grades are nor- a violation is under an obliga-
maUzed through a facuIty-ap- tion to report it to the Regis-
proved method., Normalization trar's office, or the student
does not involve a quota either; failing to report could. be sub-
it does ensure that the grades ject to action under the Dis-
of the three first-year day sec- ciplinary Code. A copy of the
tions will be equalized. (See the Code is on file in the Dean's
related story in this issue.) office.
The administration does not Concurrently, the school
Fact Of Life
Yardstick----
(Continued from Page 3)
dition, students may not take
classes at other schools, must
gain the Assistapt Dean's ap-
proval of course selections and
approval of any employment
apart from law school studies.
:> Further, the student may have
to participate in remedial pro-
grams or take a reduced course
load.
Second year day or third
year evening students on
probation must repeat any re-
quired course in which they got
a grade below 70.00 and any
course in which they got a
grade below 60.00.
At the end of the probation
period (one academic year), a
student must have a weighted
cumulative g.p.a. of 73.50 (if
slhe's a 2nd year day or 3rd
year evening student) or a 74.50
(if s/he's a 3rd ye~r day or 4th
year evening student).
DISQUALIFICATION
When a student is
academically disqualified,
s/he is excluded from further
attendance.
Under ABA rules, dis-
qualified students must sit out
two years before they can re-
apply to Loyola or any other
ABA accredited school. The
chart here illustrates what
weighted cumulative average
will result in a student's
academic disqualification. As
in probation, the standards are
progressively restrictive.
ability to t ke a class and re-
ceive a pass (70 or above) or
fail (69or below) rather than a
number grade, was originally
invoked to allow people to
protect their grade point aver-'
age. Frank Real notes that the
pass-fail option can be a trap
for the unwary. He maintains
that a student gives up a lot for
this option if he or she fails. In
that event, up to 14 points may
be lost (since the failing grade
is recorded as a 55 no matter
Studenl Status Weighted Cumulative Average
Resulting In Disqualification
AI the end of the spring
semester of any year of
eoronmenl and never before
on probatIOn
below 70.00 r
2nd year day:evening,
3rd year evemng and
preVIOusly on probation
al any time
beklw 73 50
3rd year day, 4th year
evening and preVIOusly on
probation at any time
below 74.50
PASS-FAIL OPTION
The pass-fail option - the
does not allow professors to
change any recorded grade for
a judgemental reason - only
grades inaccurately recorded
due to clerical error may be
changed, . Stewart stressed.
Thus, for example, the student
who needs only one more point
to avoid probation cannot sue-
cessfuly pressure the
professor. The credibility of
the system must be main-
tained, says Stewart.
Are there solutions to any of
these problems? Is it possible
to search. for viable alter-
natives while sustaining the
credibility of this system?
ALTERNATIVES
One alternative under con-
sideration is the pass/fail sys-
tem. A grade of 70 or above
would be passing. However,
the problems inherent in this
system include possible lack of
incentive, and an inability by
potential employers with rigid
standards to determine-class-
standing percentages.
The faculty looks at the tes-
ting process itself from time to
time. Some faculty members
have used oral exams; how-
ever, except in certain courses,
oral exams are rarely used.
There is obviously no anonymi-
ty with oral exams, a feature
that generally exists under the
present grading method. Un-
less taped, there- is no record of
the exam, rendering it difficult
to check for errors - even
clerical. Also, it is a time con-
suming method. Finally, there
is too much room for student
unhappiness, with a strong ele-
ment of professor-subjectivity.
No grading system can be
pprfpC't When thprp is a large
student body, the system must
become even more formalized,
with only some direct student!
professor contact. This situ-
ation is within the student's
control, and interaction can be
increased 'by frequent
participa tion.
Should a student feel that
his/her rights have not been
protected by the school, they
may file a written complaint
with the Family Educatonal
Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) at the Department
of Health, Education and Wel-
fare in Washington. However,
when a student believes that a
.clerical error has been made in
recording a grade, the student
must first contact the
professor and the Registrar's
office before making this
challenge to FERPA.
CONCLUSION
Dean Stewart reminds us
that the grading process is a
universal fact of life. There are
and always will be tests
throughout our lives in any of
the multitude of activities we
undertake.
As is true of life, we feel that
some tests are more "fair" or
accurate than others. Some
students may feel wronged by
the grading process or that it is
·arbitrary. However, it must be
realized that we are all work-
ing within the same imperfect,
yet necessary system.
what grade was received), and
tuition as well as units of credit
are also forfeited.
The grading system at
Loyola, as demonstrated by
this article, is difficult to grasp
without some study. And by the
time it is understood, it may be
changed again as faculty and
administrators continue to try
newer and fairer ways of
evaluating academic achieve-
ment.
